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YOUTH CONNECT
Towards empowering youth to take on the World!
A dream doesn't become reality with magic; it takes sweat,
determination and hard work. It is as true as said. We are
committed to build a school which will provide a seamless
connect with daily routined life of people in the community
and focus in inculcating, practicing and inspiring children to
practice values of inclusion, respecting diversity, peace and
harmony and environmental protection.
As mentioned in earlier newsletters, we have an energetic team
of young architects from Chennai who are helping us with
building the school with the same vision we have. They have
been guiding us via phone and video calls by this time. But now
they are finally on the site to help and accompany us in
building the school. The whole of ALFA’s team is working
alongside labour with due passion and dedication they carry in
their hearts for giving life to this mission.
Stamping the mud mixture to
prepare base for mud blocks

We are done with a one-roomed volunteer house and are
heading towards building mud blocks to construct the
classrooms. With all the dedication and passion, we are looking
forward to build an inclusive school for the children of the
community.
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Evening classes
Education is the process of developing the ability to learn and
apply the concepts in real life; and not about cramming the
whole syllabus and get good grades in exams. From this month
we started evening classes for children especially belonging to
ages 4 to 12 to relearn the concepts they have studied in school
in a practical and fun way.

Children of all age group
attending the evening class

Children are taught through various mediums such as short
films, comprehensive songs and creative games the same
concepts which they learnt in school theoretically. English and
mathematics are the major subjects we take up in the class
because these are considered the toughest among all. We will
be starting with general awareness and current aﬀairs classes
very soon.
Stay tuned and contact for more information!

Important
Highlights
of the
Month

•

Admissions in the school for the upcoming
academic year increased from 105 to 250
students.

•

Real construction of the school has started.

•

Evening classes got popularised and initially only
10-12 children attended the class but the
number grew to 45 within just a few days.

Connect with us!
To receive regular updates about the happenings of ALFA, visit:
https://www.facebook.com/Alfa-Educational-Society-227333337286845/
To volunteer with us, write an email at volunteerforalfa@gmail.com

Contact
Lokesh (Founder)
+919649544234
alfasociety@gmail.com
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Rahul (Vice President)
+918769964586
rahulalfasociety@gmail.com

